LECTURE ABSTRACT
THE ART MARKET IN THE 20TH AND 21ST CENTURIES: MAPPING A STILL UNWRITTEN HISTORY
Lecture at the Palácio do Correio Velho, Lisbon, Friday, 20 October, 6pm
Beginning with a brief overview of the speaker’s family history, this lecture will outline the development of
the art market in the 20th century and the changing role of different business models. In view of the recent
attention to provenance research, it will then turn to the growing importance of the study of art market
history. The lecture will conclude by pointing to the challenges that still face students of this subject – and
how they might be overcome.
WORKSHOP ABSTRACT
THE ART MARKET DICTIONARY – THE CHALLENGE OF RAW DATA
A Workshop for the students of Mercados da Arte Contemporânea no Mundo Global,
Instituto de História da Arte, Universidade Nova de Lisboa
19 October 2017, 6pm to 9pm
Dr. Johannes Nathan (Nathan Fine Art / TU Berlin)
The consensus is growing that the market has played a major role in art history. Expanding research
areas such as art market studies, the history of collecting, art historiography, and provenance research
highlight the need for a specific reference tool on the market in which information and historical narratives
work together to illustrate how the trade operated, who was in it, and when.
The Art Market Dictionary (AMD) aims to fill this gap by providing an essential resource for scholars, art
world professionals, journalists, and collectors. The AMD is the first encompassing reference work on the
art market, covering Europe and North America since 1900. It will provide information on auction houses,
art fairs, commercial galleries, art dealers and agents. The assembled facts will not only be published in
print but will also be searchable in an online database.
Each entry will supply basic factual information followed by a brief historical or biographical narrative
illustrating a company’s or person’s role in the market. Apart from providing central data – such as dates
of foundation and closing, addresses, staff, specialization, etc. – entries will also outline principal activities

by listing major exhibitions, clients, regular partners, and major artists whose works were sold. Selected
bibliographies will facilitate further research, as will information on archival material and its whereabouts.
By assembling this pool of data, the AMD will not only allow scholars to locate specific information, it will
also enable research on the relationships, economics, and significant trends that have shaped the art
world.
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